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Authors Jim Jeffers and James Reinders spent two years helping educate customers about the
prototype and pre-production hardware before Intel introduced the first Intel Xeon Phi
coprocessor. They have distilled their own experiences coupled with insights from many expert
customers, Intel Field Engineers, Application Engineers and Technical Consulting Engineers, to
create this authoritative first book on the essentials of programming for this new architecture and
these new products.This book is useful even before you ever touch a system with an Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessor. To ensure that your applications run at maximum efficiency, the authors
emphasize key techniques for programming any modern parallel computing system whether
based on Intel Xeon processors, Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors, or other high performance
microprocessors. Applying these techniques will generally increase your program performance
on any system, and better prepare you for Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors and the Intel MIC
architecture.A practical guide to the essentials of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessorPresents best
practices for portable, high-performance computing and a familiar and proven threaded, scalar-
vector programming modelIncludes simple but informative code examples that explain the
unique aspects of this new highly parallel and high performance computational productCovers
wide vectors, many cores, many threads and high bandwidth cache/memory architecture
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Dale Embry, “Four Stars. good introduction into converting programs to get good performance
from any platform, but especially Xeon Phi.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Not stellar, but it's OK book.”

Ricardo Bánffy, “I've seen the future, and it's parallel. High performance computing is a vast field,
and it makes sense when you have enormously diverse space filled with vastly different
solutions - clusters of similar processors, dedicated in-processor vector hardware (such as
Intel's AVX) or stand-alone GPGPUs, shared memory, message passing and so on. Writing
efficient code for such machines is difficult and writing code that runs well on all kinds is, I dare
do say, next to impossible.The Xeon Phi presents a relatively simple model of homogeneous x86
processors with local vector facilities sharing a pool of memory. This books offers a good intro to
HPC and goes into some depths that will help your code perform better on massively multi-core
machines.There was one nagging feeling that kept with me throughout this book. While it's
geared towards current HPC problems, several architectural peculiarities of the Xeon Phi also
hint towards the only credible future for CPUs. When even phones expose 4-core architectures
to their programmers, learning to live with a large collection of relatively low performance cores
is a must. While we won't see a Phi-based desktop anytime soon, 4 and 8 core architectures will
eventually work their way into low-end machines everybody has. Ignore it at your own peril.”

COSMIC TRAVELER, “HIGH PERFORMANCE PROGRAMMING!!. Are you a programmer? If
you are, then this book is for you! Authors James Jeffers and James Reinders, have done an
outstanding job of writing a book that gives you the keys to general parallel
programming.Authors Jeffers and Reinders, begin by Bringing together the essentials to high
performance programming for an Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. Next, they focus on accessing two
of the three performance features of the many processing cores with floating point vector
processing units and high-speed memory. Then, the authors examine the highly parallel
programming with Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors, by using a more substantial yet still relatively
simple code example that includes both computation and more complex memory access. They
continue by giving an analogy to a real scientific code example that comes from the Riken
Advanced Institute for computational Science in Japan. Next, the authors examine the rich set of
options available for processors and Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors, with little specific Intel Xeon
Phi knowledge required. Then, they show you why you need lots of task level parallelism; and,
why you should first consider using OpenMP, Fortran 2008 DO CONCURRENT, Intel Threading
Building Blocks, and Intel Cilk Plus. The authors continue by discussing offload models, which
have a number of options that blur the distinction a little, specifically _Cilk_Shared; but, still
manage distinct task/thread pools on each coprocessor and the host. Next, they examine key
elements behind the design of the new Intel computing product line. Then, the authors look at



software architecture and components that enable the coprocessor to operate seamlessly in a
standard environment. They continue to focus more on knowledge useful to the administration of
a system that contains Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. Next, the authors show you how to use Intel
MKL for the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. Then, they show you how the MPI programming model
is a natural fit for clusters containing Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. Finally, the authors include
information on accurate timing, as it is related to the general topic of gaining insight into the
behavior of applications.In this most excellent book, the authors worked to demystify the Intel
Xeon Phi coprocessor and provide the foundational information that would fit in one book. The
authors also worked to explain common algorithms or patterns; and, how to implement them to
utilize parallel programming.”

Mark Dodson, “Amazing bargain. 1p! How are they making any money on it?”

Kassiem Jacobs, “Guter Einstieg zur Progarmmierung des Xeon Phi. Das Buch ist erstklassig
geeignet zum Einstieg in die Programmierung des Xeon Phi.Die Bespielprogramme und ihre
Funktionsweise sind gut beschrieben und verstaendlich beschrieben.Wenn man den Xeon Phi
operationel einsetzen will und ggf. Software portieren oder neu schreibenwill/muss, wird man
nicht kommen sich auch konzeptionell mit parallelem Programmieren (Methoden)und parallelen
Algorithmen auseinander zu setzen.”

Bernhard Oestringer, “Intel Phi. Ein im Grunde gelungenes Buch ...was mich noch mehr
interessiert hatte, warum kein Standardprogramm für die Phi erhaltbar ist! Eine politische
Entscheidung der Hersteller der Software. Mit der Phi wäre manches Programm extrem viel
besser, besser als mit der Cuda-Technik. Ich hoffe für die Zukunft, dass die Phi sich so richtig
durchsetzen wird, und das nicht nur im Experimentalen.”

The book by James Reinders has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 9 people have provided feedback.
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